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The objective of this paper is to present a software system architecture developed to 
render the printed documents in a vocal form. On the other hand, in the paper are described 
the software solutions that exist as software components and are necessary for documents 
processing as well as for multimedia device controlling used by the system. The usefulness of 
this system is for people with visual disabilities that can access the contents of documents 
without that they be printed in Braille system or to exist in an audio form. 
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ntroduction 
With the development of society and in-
formatics technologies, the access to infor-
mation for people with disabilities exponen-
tially increased. The classic way to print ac-
cessible documents, I mean in the Braille 
form was the first step to make the content of 
documents accessible for the people with 
visual disabilities. In this form the informa-
tion is received using the tactile feeling. This 
step was then completed with the existence 
of information on magnetic media (tape or 
disc), their perception making in an audio 
form. 
The major disadvantages of these forms of 
accessibility consist in: high costs of tran-
scription, obtaining a large result by printing 
documents in Braille form because the cha-
racters are represented in three-dimensional 
form (their also have the high) and the access 
to information stored on magnetic tapes is 
possible only in a sequential way. All these 
disadvantages are that the information 
represented in these alternative forms are 
mostly general interest, thus the access to a 
variety of information is limited for people 
with visual disabilities. 
In the new type of society, I mean the infor-
mation society, that assume an extensive 
usage of computers, both in institutions and 
in private life, the access to a wide variety of 
information can be done through the comput-
er. The development and diversification of 
peripherals connected to a computing system 
and usage of multiple media communication 
have enabled the implementation of the mul-
timodal interfaces. Through these alternative 
interfaces, computers can be used by people 
who have different types of disabilities. De-
velopment of the computer networks and the 
emergence of Web sites have allowed the 
publication of a large and diverse amount of 
information in the Internet, accessible to the 
users through computers. 
  Taking into account the technical progress 
mentioned above is obviously that the elec-
tronic documents do not replace the classic 
documents, printed on paper. In this form we 
can find books, magazines, newspapers, bills, 
notices and so on. Information that exist and 
that are distributed in the printed form can be 
accessible to persons with visual disabilities 
by using the specialized software systems 
and peripheral that allow to the users to con-
vert the way to represent the information 
from the visual one to an audio one. 
 
1. System software architecture for docu-
ments vocal rendering 
To build a software system for documents 
vocal rendering is appropriate for both hard-
ware devices and software components. In 
terms of hardware, a system for documents 
vocal rendering has to have the following pe-
ripheral devices: 
- Scanner for taking over in the computing 
system the information printed on paper; and 
- Sound card to vocal render the content of 
documents and possibly to receiving com-
mands in a vocal form from the microphone. 
In terms of software are needed components 
to control peripherals, a voice synthesis en-
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gine (TTS - Text to Speech) and a compo-
nent for document conversion from the bit-
map image format, (the result of the scanning 
process) in text editable format. This process 
is known as Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR). The scheme of such a system is 













Speech   
(TTS) 
 
Fig.1. The software system architecture 
 
Such a system should be built to have a great 
flexibility concerning the connection to spe-
cialized software components to perform the 
characters recognition and to make the vocal 
synthesis. Needed of adapting the software 
system to the software components appear 
because of this system is depending of the 
cultural elements as: symbols of the alphabet 
of a language, and on the other hand the lan-
guage phonemes set. The efforts to develop 
such a software system have to be focused on 
building interfaces. The interfaces have to be 
able to connect the various specialized soft-
ware components that are made by different 
software companies. 
 
2. Scanning device control  
Developers of specialized devices to pur-
chase of fixed images such as scanners, digi-
tal cameras as well as software developers 
who use such devices have felt the need to 
standardize the communication between de-
vices and applications. 
TWAIN was developed as a standard proto-
col for communication and programming in-
terface between devices and application pro-
grams. The main entities included in an ap-
plication that uses TWAIN are presented in 
Figure 2. From the figure 2 we can notice 
that TWAIN realizes the communication be-
tween application programs and peripherals 
for fixed images achieved. 
Software application 
TWAIN interface 




Fig.2. The role of TWAIN interface in  
communication between application and device 
 
Using the TWAIN interface has multiple ad-
vantages. From the viewpoint of the software 
developers it ensures the independence be-
tween application programs and various 
types of peripherals specializing in the acqui-
sition of fixed images. It is well known that 
there are many producers firms of such de-
vices (for instance: Canon, Epson, HP, so 
on). In these circumstances applications are 
written independently of the particular devic-Revista Informatica Economică nr. 2(46)/2008 
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es just because of this interface. TWAIN al-
lows to the owners of devices to build their 
own interface to control peripheral no longer 
required building a custom interface in the 
user applications. 
An application that uses such devices should 
have in its interface at least two options:  
• Selecting the source that allows to the user 
to choose the device through which to ac-
quire the images; 
• Image acquisition process that determines 
starting the image transfer from the device to 
the application. 
In Windows operating system the TWAIN 
interface application programming is availa-
ble through dynamic link libraries called 
twain32.dll. 
 
3. Optical character recognition process 
The object oriented model developed under 
the MODI name (Microsoft Office Document 
Imaging) allows the software development 
that is capable to process documents that ex-
ist in an image representation to recognition 
within the meaning of texts contained in 
them. The MODI programming interface is 
available since Office 2003 software package 
and the references that have to be included in 
the project are in the Microsoft Office Doc-
ument Imaging 11.0 Type Library. 
The module contains an object hierarchy 
specialized in processing and displaying im-
ages, the most important ones in terms of the 
functionality are:  
- Document object used to manage an order-
ly collection of pages (images);  
- Image object used to process a single page 
from the document;  
- Layout object used to attaching the result 
obtained by characters recognizing process to 
a single page from the document;  
- MIDocSearch object used to provide 
searching functionality to the document;  
- MIDocViewer object is an ActiveX control 
used to display pages from the document. 
The simplest sequence to obtain the text from 
an image by optical characters recognition 
process using the MODI model is: 
 





MODI.Image img = (MODI.Image)doc.Images[0]; 
obtb.Text = img.Layout.Text; 
 
where, obtb is an object of the TextBox type 
that has the multiple lines property activated. 
From the code sequence, we can notice that 
the OCR method realize the characters rec-
ognition in correlation with a parameter that 
denote language information.  
 
4. Vocal synthesis 
Transforming text to speech is very useful for 
people with visual disabilities. Vocal synthe-
sis is realized by the components known as 
TTS (Text To Speech) Engine. In the world 
there are many software products of TTS 
type. Their main disadvantage is that these 
systems are developed in correlation with a 
particular language that is used to playing the 
text. Because the Romanian language has a 
small widespread area, the interest for the 
development of the Romanian voice synthe-
sis engine adapted for it is quite small. 
Phonemes of the Romanian language were 
included in a few TTS engines as: MBRO-
LA, IVO Software that created the Carmen 
voice and Baum Engineering that created 
Ancutza voice.  
Speech can be done by using several tech-
nologies, the most important ones are: 
- By concatenating the pre-recorded pho-
nemes; and 
- Acoustic models. 
The words in visual form are reflected by 
characters while in audio form are reflected 
by sounds. The atomic sounds that form a 
word are identified by phonemes. It's easy to 
understand this thing because some languag-
es, for instance English language uses two 
ways to present a word: by characters and by 
phonemes. In this case a phoneme is also 
represented by a graphical symbol but ex-
pressed an atomic sound, useful to correctly 
pronounce the word. 
Speech by phonemes concatenation means 
that the word is built by linking the elementa-
ry sounds that form it then it is played. The 
elementary sounds (phonemes) are stored in Revista Informatica Economică nr. 2(46)/2008 
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a phonemes database. It also stores for each 
phoneme a graphic symbol (one or more cha-
racters) to visual identification of the atomic 
sound. This technique to transform the text to 
speech is advantageous because of there are 
relatively few phonemes in a Latin language. 
But to get a synthesized sound as close to 
natural language must be taken into account 
and sounds of transition called diphonemes. 
A diphoneme consists of two phonemes and 
these sounds are in a very large number in 
the language. 
Speech based on acoustic models does not 
use samples of human speech to generate the 
voice signal, but the voice synthesis using 
acoustic models. Thus, this technique gene-
rates sounds similar to those produced by 
vocal cords and by applying filters it is poss-
ible to obtain different intonation. 
Vocal signal produced in this way is artifi-
cially in comparison with speech obtained by 
linking the prerecorded phonemes. Among 
the advantages of this method, most impor-
tant are: 
- The vocal synthesis module  occupies less 
space because it does not use a database to 
store the phonemes; 
- Voice obtained by signal noise models is 
more artificial but it is more comprehensible 
to the high speed playback. 
Speed playback voice is an important para-
meter of a voice synthesizer especially when 
it is used by people with visually impairment 
because the screen readers provide much re-
dundant information to the user. This para-
meter can determine the speed of the interac-
tion between the user who has visual disabili-
ties and the computer. 
Under the Windows operation system, the 
programming interface that enables the de-
velopment of applications that perform the 
conversion between text and speech is called 
SAPI (Speech Application Programming In-
terface).  
The SAPI model is divided into two distinct 
levels: 
- The SAPI high level - this level of services 
offers voice basic commands in the form of 
voice recognition and simple text-to-speech 
outputs; 
- The SAPI of low level - that provides 
access to detailed voice services, including 
direct interfaces to control human behavior 
for handling voice recognition and text con-
version to the voice signal. 
Each level of service SAPI has its own set of 
objects and methods.  
 
Conclusions 
The software products developed to achieve 
accessibility by converting the contents of 
the documents thus it to be render by vocal 
signal are particularly useful for people with 
disabilities who can not use the classical 
computer interfaces. These systems must be 
designed in an open system to allow the loca-
tion interfaces based on specific regional 
language used in communication. 
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